Pathology Report Summary

(please note that not all information is applicable to each individual case)

**Tumor Type:**
Use additional space below to specify multiple concomitant tumor types, or satellite tumor etc.

Tumor type: [ ] Other

Tumor size: [ ]

Margins: [ ] Negative [ ] Positive [ ] Close

Explain if applicable:

Tumor Grade: [ ] Grade 1 [ ] Grade 2 [ ] Grade 3

Lymphovascular invasion: [ ] Not present [ ] Present

Cancer growth rate: [ ] Low [ ] Intermediate [ ] High

Test used: [ ] Ki-67 [ ] S-phase fraction

Additional remarks or information for concomitant tumors other than the main described above:

Hormon receptors status:

[ ] Estrogen receptor-positive at [ ] % Or [ ] Estrogen receptor-negative

Or Allred score [ ]

[ ] Progesteron receptor-positive at [ ] % Or [ ] Progesteron receptor-negative

Or Allred score [ ]

HER2 status:

[ ] Positive [ ] Negative [ ] Borderline

Test used [ ] IHC [ ] FISH [ ] SPoT-Light-HER2 CISH

[ ] Other, explain if applicable
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**Lymph nodes status:**
- [ ] Positive
- [ ] Negative
- [ ] Microinvasive disease only

Total lymph nodes sampled/removed

If applicable total lymph nodes positive

**Pathological stage (Not the final stage):**

For the tumor p

For the lymph node p

**Date of surgery:**

**Use space below for any additional information/remarks:**
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